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McGraw-Hill's Engineering CompanionMcGraw-Hill, 2002
The scores of literature materials available to engineers of today are both vast and impressive. Specialized studies, textbooks, encyclopedias, pocket books of frequently used formulas, and collections of tables, data and conversion charts and, of course, handbooks clutter the bookshelves of libraries and homes. All of these serve a common purpose:...
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Java 8 RecipesApress, 2014

	Java 8 Recipes offers solutions to common programming problems encountered while developing Java-based applications. Fully updated with the newest features and techniques available, Java 8 Recipes provides code examples involving Lambdas, embedded scripting with Nashorn, the new date-time API, stream support, functional...
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C# 5.0 in a Nutshell: The Definitive ReferenceO'Reilly, 2012

	
		When you have a question about C# 5.0 or the .NET CLR, this bestselling guide has precisely the answers you need. Uniquely organized around concepts and use cases, this updated fifth edition features a reorganized section on concurrency, threading, and parallel programming—including in-depth coverage of C# 5.0’s new...
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Head First C# (Brain-Friendly Guides)O'Reilly, 2007
Do you want to learn C#? Programmers around the world have learned that C# lets them design great-looking programs and build them fast. With C#, you     ve got a powerful programming language and a valuable tool at your fingertips. And with the Visual Studio IDE, you     ll never have to spend hours writing obscure code just to get a button...
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The Python Standard Library by Example (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2011

	Distributed with every copy of Python, the standard library contains hundreds of modules that provide tools for interacting with the operating system, interpreter, and Internet. All of them are tested and ready to be used to jump start the development of your applications. This book presents selected examples demonstrating how to use the most...
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Magento PHP Developer's Guide - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Get up and running with the highly customizable and powerful e-commerce solution, Magento


	About This Book

	
		Build your first Magento extension, step by step
	
		Extend the core Magento functionality, such as the API
	
		A practical and succinct guide to test your Magento code

...
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C# in Depth, 3rd EditionManning Publications, 2013

	
		Summary

	
		C# in Depth, Third Edition updates the best-selling second edition to cover the new features of C# 5, including the challenges of writing maintainable asynchronous code. It preserves the uniquely insightful look into the tricky areas and dusty corners of C# that only expert Jon Skeet can...
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Functional Interfaces in Java: Fundamentals and ExamplesApress, 2019

	
		Reduce development time by organizing your programs as chains of functional interfaces and see that the advantages of using functional interfaces include the flexibility and power of inlined functional chains and reuse of functional methods utilized throughout the Java API. You’ll see how complex logical expressions can be reduced...
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ASP.net Web Developer's Guide (With CD-ROM)Syngress Publishing, 2001
Aimed at the working ASP developer who wants to move to Microsoft .NET, ASP.NET Unleashed: Web Developers Guide offers an excellent example-based programming tutorial. With its strong practical focus, this title offers an excellent choice for learning ASP.NET quickly.
  Most every computer book uses examples illustrating programming...
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Managing Data and Media in Silverlight 4: A Mashup of Chapters from Packt's Bestselling Silverlight BooksPackt Publishing, 2012


	A Packt Compendium is a book formed by drawing existing content from

	several related Packt titles. In other words, it is a mashup of published Packt content – Professional Expertise Distilled in the true sense. Such a compendium of Packt's content allows you to learn from each of the chapters' unique styles and Packt...
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MongoDB: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Manage the huMONGOus amount of data collected through your web application with MongoDB. This authoritative introduction—written by a core contributor to the project—shows you the many advantages of using document-oriented databases, and demonstrates how this reliable, high-performance system allows for almost infinite...
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Mastering Functional Programming: Functional techniques for sequential and parallel programming with ScalaPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn how functional programming can help you in deploying web servers and working with databases in a declarative and pure way

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn functional programming from scratch
	
			Program applications with side effects in a pure way
	
			Gain expertise in...
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